CSE conference... Wednesday... 28th Sept... coming???

CSE? We’ve had loads of training on that... 🤔 I know how to spot the signs... 👍

How about someone liking all of your Instagram pics... 📸 requesting to follow you... 👍liking images as soon as you upload them... 😏 using your interests to chat to you...

Hmm...

Online is different. I really think you should come.
WHAT
‘Mind the gap’
Online child sexual exploitation awareness conference held by the CSE county sub group.

WHEN
Wednesday 28 September 2016
9:00am arrival for a prompt 9:30am start.

WHERE
Mercure Hotel, 121-131 Boundary Road,
Norwich, Norfolk, NR3 2BA.

WHO
This conference would best suit decision makers - heads of departments, head teachers, inspectors and above, team managers; anyone who wants to make a difference - and will!

HOW
Register your interest by emailing CSEConference@norfolk.pnn.police.uk by 14 September 2016. Price is £75 +VAT per candidate. T&C’s at www.norfolk.police.uk